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EXECUTIVE SU9

At a meting in Jacksonville Beach, Florida on 10 February 1986,
representatives from the Office of the >ssistant Secretary of the Army
for Civil Works (ASA/CN) and the Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE)
asked that a decision on the merits of project modification at Gulfport
Harbor, Mississippi be reached. This report presents the findings of a
reevaluation undertaken to determine if the considered navigation
iuprovements at Gulfport Harbor should be included in construction
budgeting and if studies necessary to prepare the GDM should be
continued.

Gulfport Harbor is located in Harrison County, Mississippi on
Mississippi Sound, about equidistant (80 miles) from New Orleans,
Louisiana, and Mobile, Alabama. The existing Federal channel at
Gulfport is 32 feet deep by 300 feet wide and about 8 miles long across
Ship Island Bar, 30 feet deep by 220 feet wide and about 11 miles long
through Mississippi Sound to an anchorage basin at Gulfport Harbor. The
anchorage basin is 30 feet deep, 1,320 feet wide and 2,640 feet long.
The Federal project also includes a 26 acre ccmmercial small boat harbor
with an entrance channel that branches from the main ship channel. The
entrance channel is 4,300 feet long and provides a navigation depth of 8
feet and a width of 100 feet. P
Deepening the existing Federal project at Gulfport Harbor was authorized
by the Supplemental Appropriations Act of FY 1985 and modified by the
Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (WRDA 1986), PL 99-662. The
Wra)A of 1986 states in part, I... except that, for reasons of
environmental quality, dredged material from such project shall be
disposed of in open water in the Gulf of Mexico in accordance with all
provisions of Federal law. For the purpose of economic evaluation of
this project the benefits from such open water disposal shall be deemed
to be at least equal to the costs of such disposal.'

For this report, five channel configurations with increased depths 
l

ranging from 2 to 6 feet were evaluated. Along with these channel
alternatives, the five disposal options which were considered in the
1976 feasibility report were reconsidered: Open Water Disposal, Island
Construction, Thin-Layer Deposition (presently referred to as Thin-Layer
Disposal), and Specially Designed Equipment (ncw referred to as Gulf
Disposal).

The considered plans contained the following:

a. Deepen the existing channel only._"

b. Deepen and widen the existing alignment to 300 feet in the sound U
and 400 feet on the bar.

c. Deepen only the existing alignment and relocate Ship Island Pass .... 1
Channel.
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e. feroute the lower portion of the channel, at the authorized
dimensions, through "Camille Cut", in Ship Island.

Each of the plans listed above was evaluated at depths of 32, 34, and 36
feet. Although varying channel widths were evaluated in conjunction
with each considered channel depth, the benefits for the increased width
were not calculated at this stage in the study. Bend widening was
clearly needed with the considered improvements, and therefore, it was
included in all alternatives.

Only a marginal increase in tomages and the corresponding benefits
would be gained with the considered 32-foot project depth, while the
mobilization and demobilization costs are relatively constant for all
plans of inproveent. As such, the considered plans evaluated at the
32-foot depth were not economically justified.

A nurber of the alternative plans evaluated at the 34 and 36-foot depth
demonstrated economic feasibility. On the basis of these preliminary
evaluations, the National Economic Development (NFM) plan was found to
be alternative NC.. Alternative "C' provides for deepening the existing
Federal project to a 36-foot depth and widening the problem bends.
Costs associated with this plan were coputed using thin-layer disposal
of new work material, with maintenance material being disposed along the
sides of the channel as is currently practiced. Evaluations of the
considered project modifications using gulf disposal for both new work
and maintenance results in an uneconomical project unless the provisions
of the authorization which state that the benefits of gulf disposal
would be equal to the costs, are applied. Plan "C' yields a net annual
benefit of $1,047,000, and has a benefit/cost ratio of 1.43 to 1.
Alternative "C" may not be the recommended plan in the GDM. The
hydrodynamic studies, currently being conducte& by the Coastal
Engineering Research Center (CEFC) and the Mobile District, to resolve
the shoaling problems associated with the westward migration of Ship
Island could result in the recomendation of a different NED plan.

Due to the wording of the authorization in WRDA 1986, plans not
involving gulf disposal of dredged material were evaluated to indicate
the level of trade-off from the NED disposal plan; and therefore, the
incremental cost being offset by enviroruental benefits associated with
gulf disposal.

Thin-layer disposal was evaluated because it is the likely option that
would produce a plan with the greatest economic benefits in excess of
costs (the NED plan). The envirormental feasibility of this type of
disposal, however, has been of special concern to envirormental
interests. To determine if there would be any significant short-term
impacts from thin-layer disposal, the Mobile District initiated two
thin-layer prototype tests prior to passage of the R DA 86. The test
conducted in Mobile Bay at Fawl River utilized maintenance material, and
the test conducted at Gulfport Harbor used new work material. The
current prognosis of these tests is that thin-layer disposal may not
result in significant short-term adverse envirormental inpacts. Further
analyses will extrapolate these test results and other existing

ek.
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information to the case of long-term effects on a large disposal area
and assess the impacts on aquatic resources of Mississippi Sound.

This Reevaluation Report has clearly determined that there is a viable
plan for navigation iuprovenents at Gulfport Harbor. Work is continuing
on the study to complete the evaluation of thin-layer disposal, refine
the econanic analyses to consider channel alignment and width
variations, and to coordinate with local, state, and national
environmental interests. A draft EIS detailing the impacts of thin-
layer disposal in Mississippi Sound and disposal in the Gulf of Mexico
will be coordinated in Septemrber 1988.
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REEVALUETION REPOR
FOR

GUMIF;OT RAMOR, MISSISSIPPI

PU1*OSE

On 10 February 1986, there was a meeting at Jackscville Beach,
Florida, to discuss new starts resulting from project authorizations
contained in the 1985 Supplemental Appropriations Act. Representa-
tives from the office of the Assistance Secretary of the Army for
Civil works [ASA(aq)] and the Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE)
asked that a *go/no-qo" deision point on project construction be
reached for Gulfport Harbor as soon as possible. It was further
decided that a decision would be made prior to the FY 1989 budget
hearings, and that a reevaluation document would be prepared to
support the conclusion reached. This report was prepared to serve as
that reevaluation document. It contains dredging costs estimates
based on volume corputations using recent surveys and benefit
computations using current traffic informtion. The Reevaluation
Report will demonstrate that there is a viable incremental project
worthy of construction within the project dimensions recently
authorized by the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 (WTM)A 86).

When the recorm-nde0 improvements to Gulfport Harbor were authorized
the data in the feasibility study was at least 10 years old. T.?hile
the improvements were before Congress, costs and benefits were updated
using cost indices. These indexed costs and benefits indicated that,
the project was approaching infeasibility. Also during this period
there was a significant change in commodity Mix, traffic movements,
and oil prices, all which indicated some reformulatior may be
necessary. In addition, investigation of disposal options and the
associated envirormental and economic impacts had to be conducted.
Originally, these studies were to be accorplished in a Phase I General
Design Meorandum. Currently, however, the reformulation investiga-
tions are being conducted as part of the preparation of the General
Design Memorandum.

A.

::.
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Gulfport Harbor is located in Harrison County, Missis:ippi on
Mississippi Sound about equidistant (80 miles) from New Orleans,
Louisiana, and Mobile, Alabama. The existing Federal channel at
Gulfport is 32 feet deep by 300 feet wide and about 8 miles long
across Ship Island Bar, 30 feet deep by 220 feet wide and about 11
miles long through Mississippi Sound to an anchorage basin at Gulfport
that is 30 feet deep, 1,320 feet wide and 2,640 feet long. The
project also includes a 26 acre camiercial small boat harbor with an
entrance channel 8 feet deep by 100 feet wide and 4,300 feet long (See
Figure 1).

A~ IDRIWY
The present plan of improvement was authorized by the Supplemental

Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1985 and modified by the WRDA 86.

DESCRIPTION OF AUTHORIZEDI IMTMY)EMES

Deepen and widen the existing ship channel from 30 feet by 220 feet to
36 feet by 300 feet in Mississippi Sound; and deepen and widen the bar
channel from 32 feet by 300 feet to 38 feet by 400 feet, all along the
present alignment. Relocate the Ship Island Pass channel segment,
with dimensions of 38 by 400 feet, about 1000 feet to the west, with
appropriate bend widening at each end, and add a littoral drift
irpoundrent basin 38 feet deep by 300 feet wide by 2000 feet long
opposite the western tip of Ship Island. Modify the anchorage basin
from 3( feet deep by 1320 feet wide by 2640 feet long to 36 feet deep
by 1120 feet wide by 2640 feet long and enlarge the entrance to the
basin from a point 2300 feet south of the southeast corner and along
an angle of about 45 degrees (See Figure 1). The material dredged
from the project would be placed in approved deer-water areas in the
Gulf of Mexico.

CON1 DEATTC!F OF A31'T IVF=

MPAL

The wording in WRDA 86, authorizing the improvement of (-ulfport Harbor
channel, states in part, "... except that, for reasons of environ-
mental ouality, dredged material from such project shall be disposed
of in open water in the Gulf of Mexico in accordance with all
provisions of Federal law. For the purpose of economic evaluation of
this project the benefits from such open water disposal shall be
deemed to be at least equal to the costs of such disposal.' As a
means of determining the environmental benefits attributable to gulf
disposal, we are conducting investigations are being conducted to

2
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identify the plan that maximizes net Ntional Economic Development
(NED) benefits. The difference in cost between the NED plan and the
costs of gulf disposal will be taken as the environmental benefit for
gulf disposal. Consequently, the economic feasibility of gulf
disposal depends on the economic feasibility of the NED Plan. Recent
reevaluations indicate that thin-layer disposal of dredged material on
the Mississippi Sound bottom is the likely option that would produce a
plan with the greatest NED benefits in excess of costs; therefore, it
is necessary to evaluate the environmental impacts of this disposal
option.

DISPOSAL OPTIONS

The 1976 feasibility report considered in detail 4 alternative
disposal plans: Open Water Disposal, Island Construction, Thin Layer
Deposition (presently referred to as Thin Layer Disposal), and
Specially Designed Equipment (now referred to as Gulf Disposal). Each
of these was reconsidered, some rather briefly, and each is discussed
below, along with disposal practices currently utilized to maintain
the existing Federal Project.

MAINTEWACE OF EXISTfE F-DERAL PROJCT.

Maintenance of the existing project at Gulfport (30 foot x 220-foot)
is accomplished by disposing in water areas along side the channel.
This method of disposal is similar to that used for other deep-draft
navigation projects in this area. The dredge discharge line is run
about 2500 feet to the side of the channel and the dredged material
pumped out to that point and discharged. The method has been popular
because it is very simple and relatively inexpensive.

0t0NSIUCrION AND MAINI'EAkNE OF AUTHORIZFD PRO=-T

a. Open Water Disposal. This option consists of continuina to
dispose of -aintenance material as now practiced for the existing
Federal project. The new work material from the gulf to the west end
of Ship Island would be placed in the Gulf of Mexico. The material
from the anchorage basin to Ship Island would be deposited in open

water areas adjacent to the channel.

b. Island Construction. In this alternative, new work dredoed
material from the anchorage basin and the Mississippi Sound channel
reach would be used to create from 1 to 3 islands in the sound. Since
this alternative was the second choice of many of the agencies
reviewing the 1976 report, it was restudied for the present effort.
While technically feasible, this is not a desirable alternative. The
material to be dredged is very soft and could be expected to spread
widely, leaving small islands which would actually be very flat mounds
on the sound bottom. Preventing these islands from eroding would
require extensive, and expensive, construction of riprap and planting

W4 ,



of vegetatio'.. In preliminary analysis, this alternative generated
costs that were only slightly less expensive than gulf disposal. Due
to the difficulty and uncertainty associated with this alternative,
more extensive investigations were not warranted.

c. Gulf Disposal (called' Specially Designed Equiment" in the
1976 report). This plan as developed for the 1976 report, would
utilize special equipment (similar to contemporary bottom dup barge
scows) to transport imterial removed by pipeline dredge from the sound
channel to approved sites in the Gulf of Mexico. Constructing this
equipment would have resulted in a large upfront investment. Since
that tire, the dredging industry has developed new plant, such as
split hull bottom dunp barge scows, which would eliminate the up!front
investment and make this alternative more economical. This is still,
however, the most expensive disposal alternative and preliminary
evaluations show that this alternative would not be economically
feasible based on traditional economic evaluation procedures. Gulf

disposal for both new work and maintenance material is specified in
the WTOA 86.

d. Thin Layer Deosition. This is a variation of open water
disposal where the material dredged by pipeline dredge would be thinly
spread (6-12 inch layer) over a wide area of the sound. This would
avoid the possible mounding which could result from other forms of
open water disposal and the loss of productive bottoms resulting from

0 Island Construction. This disposal method for the Culfport project is
not acceptable to all environrmental agencies and interests. Tehe
Mobile District is conductina two thin-layer tests to evaluate the
practicality and feasibility of thin-layer d±imosal. Cne test is in
Mobile Bay at Fowl Piver, which utilized rmaintenance material, and
another is in Mississippi Sound at Oufport Harbor, which used nciA
work material (the test location is shown in Figure 2). The test at
_ulfport was initiated as part of the current study effort and
continued after passace of the TTD.A R6. If the thin-laver disposal
alternative is found to be the NM plan, it would then be the basis
to determine economric feasibility of the gulf disposal opt!on.

CHANNEL OPTIONS

Gulfport Harbor Ship Channel was constructed and Taintained by local
interests until the existing channel dimensions, authorized by the
Piver and Parbor Act approved 30 June 1948, were constructed in 1950.
During the early 1900's the bar channel segment of the project which
extends for about 8 miles from the Gulf of Mexico through Ship Island
Pass, was located several hundred yards west of Sbip Island. By the
1950's, however, westward migration of the island produced significant
shoaling and increased maintenance dredging requirements for the
channel segment. Shoaling exceeded maintenance dredging, and resulted

5
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in a re-alignment of the channel westward around the advancing island
tip.

Representatives of the Gulfport Pilot's Association reccmmended
several channel alignments which they believed would minimize the
problem of extensive shoaling and ease navigation through the bends of
the channel in the vicinity of Ship Island Pass. The Pilot
Association's recommendations are considered in the alignments being
evaluated for the Gulfport Harbor study.

To assist in defining the best channel alignment in the vicinity of
Ship Island, the Waterways Experiment Station, Coastal Engineering
lmsearch Center (CERC) was requested to study and document the coastal
processes associated with the island's migration through analysis of
island morphologic change, bathymetric change, and wave refraction
efforts. This information will be used to determine relationships
between littoral transport and various navigation channel alignments
and to select a channel aligrment which eliminates or minimizes the
impacts of island migration on the navigation channel for the economic
life of the Gulfport Harbor project.

CEFC was asked to investigate five general channel alignments with
characteristics which address the problems associated with the
westmard migration of Ship Island (See Figure 3). Three of the
alignments (1, 2, and 3) extend from the present bend in the entrance

0 channel at the edgve of Ship Island Pass outer har to a point
approxirately 1900 feet west of the 30-foot contour adjacent to the
island tip. The first of these three alignments, 010, continues the
same bearing until it intersects with the oricinal channel alignment
further north. Alignrent 020 follows the sare path as 010 until it
reaches a point west of Ship Island, where it changes bearing to due
north until it intersects with the original channel alignment.
Aligqment 03" extends to a point 1900 feet west of Ship Island, but
changes to a northeast bearing until it intersects with the original
channel aligmrent. See Figure 3.

The original channel alignment at Gulfport Farbor will be exarined
a!so. This aligruient, designated as alignirent "4", would take
advantage of the existing channel which is already dredged, but would
involve extensive construction dredging adjacent to the west tip of
Ship Island, as well as high annual maintenance dredging associated
with the migration of Ship Island.

A fifth channel alignment (alignment 05") will be analyzed to
deterrine the feasibility of relocating the ship channel across
Mississippi Sound north of Ship Island, and out into the Gulf through
Camille Cut. This alicrment would reouire the Post construction
dredging, but could possibly be justified if long-term maintenance
dredging associated with island migration could be avoided.

7
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The five channel considerations being studied by CEWC are not
considered engineering designs, as they are only apprzmimate channel
lay-(uts for omstruction volumetric conrerisons, and provide
ixportant hydrodynamic data. They do not include detailed
navigability and environmental aspects, nor do they address the Corps
design specifications.

The following channel alignments, which closely appreximate those
evaluated by CERC, were evaluated for this study.

a. Deepen the channel along the existing alignment, with no
other inproments except for widening the problem bends. Since bend
widening was a readily apparent and easily justified need, it was
included in all alternatives. Considering each depth increment as a
different alternative resulted in Alternatives A, for a 2-foot
deepening, B for a 4-foot deepening, and C for a 6-foot deepening.

b. Deepen and widen to 300 feet in the sound and 400 feet on the
bar along the existing alignment. This resulted in Alternatives D for
2 feet, F for 4 feet, and F for 6 feet. Alternative F is the
Authorized Plan described in the WFMA 86.

c. Deepen only along the existing aligrement, except relocate
Ship Island Pass channel as authorized. This produced Alternatives G
for 2 feet, F for 4 feet, and I for 6 feet.

d. Deepen and widen along the existing a-lignment, and relocate
Ship Island Pass channel. Alternatives J for 2 feet, K for 4 feet,
and I for 6 feet.

e. Peroute the lower portion of the channel, at the authorized
width, through 'Camille Cut" in Ship Island , vith widening to 300
feet and deepening as re(cuireO in the balance of the old channel.
Alternatives M for 2 feet, F for 4 feet, and 0 for 6 feet.

PSS C1-_ ThMAqD MEW2ING COSTS

DISPOSAL PLANS

In the preparation of the cost estimates displayed in this document
for each of the previously described channel alternatives, one
disposal plan was considered. This plan includes the use of four
different methods of dredged material disposal.

a. Thin layer disposal in Mississippi Sound. This method would
route the discharge fro a pipeline dredge through a spray head on a
special barge which would be Pmored with anchored cables and moved
constantly by winches attached to the cables. It is intended, by

9



using this method, to distribute the material as evenly as possible
over 9,740-acres of Mississippi Sound bottm and should result in a
layer bewen 6 and 12 inches thick which would preclude the loss of
nonmotile bottnm lifeforms. Material dredged from the anchorage basin
and the major portion of the channel segment from the basin to Ship
Island Pass would be disposed of in this manner. The areas considered
for disposal of new work material by this method are shown on Figure
4.

b. Feeder berm construction. Sandy material frcm Ship Island
Pass and the nearshore portion of the Gulf Approach would be placed in
water 14 to 18 feet deep near Cat Island so that the material would
likely return to the littoral system. The channel segment from which
new work material would be placed in the feeder berm is shown in
Figure 5, along with the considered location of the berm.

c. Gulf disposal. material farther out on the bar channel
portion of the Gulf Approach contains increasing amounts of mud as
distance from shore increases. This material becomes more unsuitable
for berm construction as the mud content increases and also becomes
more expensive to transport to a suitable berm site. This material,
therefore, will be placed in the existing approved gulf disposal sites
shown in Figure 6.

d. Open Water. Disposal of maintenance dredged material would be
accoplished as currently practiced with material from the sound
channel being placed along side the channel, material from Ship Tsland
Pass placed to feed the littoral system, and the material from the bar
crossing (Gulf approach) placed into the approved Gulf disposal site.

DPBDCE PLANT'

T" the prereration of the cost estimate for this document, the use of
two separate types of dredge plant was assumed. For thin layer
deposition, estimates were prepared using data for a 24-inch pipeline
dredge with all associated plant and a special discharge barge to
accoTrlisb the desired dispersion of dredged material. For the
material in Ship Island Pass and the Gulf Approach reaches, it was
assumed that a small hopper dredge of the Atchafalaya class would be
used.

PLANT RATES

The plant rates used in the preparation of this estimate are well
docturented and in line with V'RSC's estimates for this type of work.
The rates are the most current and accurate available. The rate for
the pipeline dredge was computed using the rates and methodology fror '
EP 1110-d-8, dated June 1986. The basic monthly cost for a 24-inch
pipeline dredge was estimated at $376,000. The rate for the hopper

NU.
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dredge was based on actual audit information. Tte basic monthly cost
for an Atchafalaya class hopper dredge was estimated to be $390,753.

MATERIAL TO BE MUM=

Borings in selected locations have been taken to supplement
information on file. Selected samples were forwarded to the Division
Laboratory for analysis in August and a consolidated report will be
completed by February 1988. Mississippi Sound in the vicinity of
Gulfport Harbor typically has a layer of fine grained materials 4 to
12 feet thick which are soft to very soft in consistency. The soils
in this layer, as classified by the Unified Soil Classification, are
fat clay fC inorganic plastic silts (MR), and sandy lean clays
(CL). Pelow this layer are firmer sandy soils consisting of clayey
sands (SC), silty sands (SM) and poorly graded silty sands (SP-SM).
In Ship Island Pass the material is poorly graded medium to fine sand
with occasional lenses of silt and organic material. The offshore
bar, with the Gulf Approach leg, is composed of fine sand with
increasing amounts of other fine materials as distance offshore
increases, grading into rud bottoms offshore in the gulf.

PRODCIOM RATES

In preparing the estimate, the production rate were based on actual
historical maintenance data for the assumed plant types adjusted for
the new work raterial discussed above.

DPEDGIZ I OSTS

MWRAL

Construction costs for the Gulfport Harbor channel improvement are
pre~crinantly dredging costs. Only two of the costs used in the
present cost estimates are non-dredcring, and those are relatively
small. Those costs, for removing. the old breakwmter at the anchorage
basin and additional navigation aids, were from the 1976 report
estimates indexed to present cost levels.

DREDGIN QUANTITIES

Total new work dredging volume for the authorized plan coVuted from
recent hydrographic surveys has changed little from the total amount
used in the 1976 feasibility study. The current estimate is
23,879,000 cubic yards (cy) cow~ared to 23,791,000 cy in 1976. The
pattern of the material to be removed, however, has changed soewhat.
In 1976, it was estimated that 12,176,000 cy would have to be dredged
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from the anchorage basin and Mississippi Sound channel. The present

estinate is 11,205,000 cy. The difference was made up by an increase
in the mu2nt to be removed from Ship Island Pass and the Gulf
Approach Channel. That amount is now estimated at 12,563,000 cy, but p

was 11,615,000 cy in the 1976 report. Dredging quantities for the
various alternatives considered are listed in Table 1.

DRDGIMG COSTS

The presently estimated unit costs range fromi $0.49 to $0.57/cy for
pipeline dredging and from $0.97 to $1.10/cy for conventional hopper
dredging. Ropper dredging costs for deposition of Ship Island Pass
material in a feeder berm in the vicinity of Cat Island were estimated
at $1.06 to $1.86/cy because of the longer haul distance. Costs for
the various alternatives are listed in Table 2. These costs were
estimated without profit and, therefore, an additional 10% was added
for estimated profit when the final estimates ware prepared.
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Table 1

Dredging Quantities for Formulated Alternatives
Ouantities by Disposal Cption and Dredged Neach

Cubic Yards

Alt Thin Layer Feeder Berm Gulf Disposal
No. Miss. Sound Ship I. Pass Gulf Avowh Total

A 4,111,000 2,070,000 1,617,000 7,798,000

B 6,048,000 2,549,000 2,683,000 11,280,000

C 7,951,000 3,072,000 3,907,000 14,930,000

D 7,055,000 2,577,000 2,453,000 12,085,000

E 9,322,000 3,207,000 3,818,000 16,347,000

F 11,680,000 3,884,000 5,363,000 20,927,000

G 3,992,000 5,811,000 2,453,000 12,256,000

H 5,714,000 6,411,000 3,818,000 15,943,000

I 7,656,000 7,311,000 5,363,000 20,330,000

J 6,831,000 5,811,000 2,453,000 15,095,000

K 8,977,000 6,411,000 3,818,000 19,206,000

L 1/ 11,205,000 7,311,000 5,I3,000 23,879,000

M 14,404,000 6,380,000 3,050,000 23,834,000

W 17,257,000 6,973,000 4,038,000 28,268,000

0 20,210,000 7,580,000 5,144,000 32,934,000

IT: For Alts M, N & 0 the west end of Ship Island used in l!eu of
the feeder berm for disposal of dredged material from the ship Island
Channel segment.

"/ Dimensions authorized in W1 DA 86 (including the authorized 300' X
2000' deposition basin).
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Table 2 lie

Dredging Costs for Fornulated Alternatives .V
Costs by Disposal Option and Dredged Reach

($1000)

Thin Layer Feeder Berm Gulf Disposal Mob &
Miss. Sound Ship I. Pass Gulf Approach Denb

Total
Alt Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Total Dredg.
No. Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Per Job Cost

A 0.54 2,220 1.69 3,499 0.98 1,585 170 7,474

B 0.45 2,722 1.69 4,308 0.98 2,630 170 9,830

C 0.52 4,135 1.69 5,192 0.98 3,830 170 13,327

D 0.52 3,669 1.54 3,969 0.88 2,159 170 9,967,

E 0.52 4,848 1.54 4,939 0.89 3,398 170 13,355

F 0.52 5,957 1.54 5,981 0.90 4,827 170 16,935

G 0.54 2,156 0.96 5,579 0.88 2,159 170 10,064

P 0.45 2,572 0.96 6,155 0.89 3,398 170 12,295

I 0.52 3,982 0.96 7,019 0.of 4,827 170 15,998

J 0.52 3,552 0.96 5,579 0.88 2,159 170 11,460

0.52 4,668 0.96 6,155 0.89 3,398 170 14,391

L _/ 0.52 5,827 0.96 7,019 0.90 4,827 170 17,843

M 0.52 7,490 1.24 7,912 1.00 3,050 250 18,702

F 0.52 8,974 1.24 8,647 1.00 4,038 250 21,909

0 0.52 10,510 1.24 9,400 1.00 4,144 250 25,304

NKTF. For Alt M, N, 0 the west end of Ship Island was used in lieu of the
feeder berm for disposal of dredged material from the Ship Island

Channel segrnt. S

1/ Dimensions authorized in WNMA 86. .5
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EXISTflE COMKMEE

Table 3 displays the total tonnage at the Port of Gulfport for 1980-1986.
Approimately 93 percent of the port's commerce is export or import trade
and about 7 percent consists of coast-wide domestic shipents, with imports
53 peroent greater than exports. A seven year average for ccmntrce for the
years 1980-1986 amounted to 1,239,015 tons. In the 1976 feasibility report,
the 10-year average for 1965-1974 amounted to 850,080 tons. There was an
almost continual increase in traffic at the port until 1986, which was a
depressed year for shipping in the whole U.S.

The principal foreign products mving in deep draft vessels under the
Without Project Condition include imported containerized fresh and canned
fruits with a backhaul or paper and paperboard, dually imported ilftenite ore
and containers with a backhaul of containers; and exported and imported
miscellaneous products in containers. This port's first container
operations started in 1973 with containerized fruit. By 1986, 50 percent of
the port's tonnage was containerized. (The first 35-ton container crane was
made operational in 1977 and the second, a 34-ton crane, was added in 1986
to substantially increase the port's operational capabilities.) Table 4
displays the major commodities and average tonnages which were imported or
exported through the port during 1985 and 1986.

TABLE 3
Gulfport Harbor, MES Annual Con,,erce, 1980-1986

(Short tons)

Domestic
Foreign Receipts

"otal Inports Shipments

1980 1,241,808 726,848 437,407 77,553

1981 1,120,102 729,390 311,806 78,906

1982 1,195,912 789,204 335,870 70,838

1983 1,147,970 726,910 312,330 108,730

1984 1,360,941 743,374 444,5P3 172,984

1985 a/ 1,432,639 835,555 348,334 248,750

1986 b/ 1,173,730 843,326 328,992 1,412

7-Year Average 1,239,015 770,658 359,903 108,453

a/ Preliminary data from the Offices of Waterborne Canerce
.4 Statistics Center, New Orleans, Louisiana.

. Preliminary data from Port Officials.
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TA13LE 4
Major Existing Foreign Cowmerce - Port of Gulfport

1985-1986 Average

Average of 1985-1986 (Rourxied)
OmoiyImorts Exports Total

(tons) (tons) (tons)

Containers:

Bananas 370,000 370,000
Canned Pineapple 50,000 50,000
General Cargo 60,000 80,000 140,000

Ilmenite Ore (bulk) 225,000 225,000
Bananas (break bulk) 180,000 180,000 a/
Paper/Paperboard (break bulk) 130,000 130,000
Animal Feeds (bulk) 50,000 50,000 S

Totals 885,000 260,000 1,145,000

/ These were containerized in March, 1987.

COMPARISON OF -975 TO 1987 COND!TIONS

Port Operations. Since 1975, port operations have changed from
breakbulk to container and facilities have been modernized to
acccrmodate containers. Only two (2) commodities remain at their 1975
base-year level-ilmenite ore and fresh fruit, but the fresh fruit is
now containerized. Table 5 describes the major differences in
comodities, vessel types, and operations, including a comparison of
courodities and vessels which needed greater depths.

Vessel O~eratinq Characteristics. As shown in Table 5, the kinds and ."
sizes of vessels needing greater channel depths remain about the same. I
Tlyenite ore now moves in bulk carriers which have been modified to
carry containers also. Fresh fruit was transported on general cargo
vessels drawing approximately 24 feet in 1975. !w all fruit, fresh
and canneO, is transported in containers. In 1975 a vessel underkeel
clearance of 4 feet was used. For 1987, underkeel clearances were
based upon actual operations, which resulted in no underkeel clearance ,
requirement for many of the vessels. However, container and Poll-on
Roll-off (RoRo) vessels require either 1 or 2 feet underkeel clearance
depending on the amount of freeboard on the vessel which is caused
from repositioning of empty containers between ports. Specifically,
the more freeboard, the more underkeel clearance required for
maneuverability. These underkeel clearances were requested by company
officials.

.e
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BASE YEAR Q9HEFCE

. Base Year' is the first year a project is expected to be
fully operational. The level of commrce (kind and tonnage) nust beestablised for the base year of a propose project, which is 1992 for

Gulfport. (The level of commerce for the period 1992-2042 will be
covered in the following section called mWithout-Project Condition.n)
operational characteristics of all existing and potential users of the
port were ascertained from field survey by MDO personnel.

Traffic Surveys. During the course of this analysis, 60 firms and
other interests were interviewed to determine existing and future
cmmerce patterns and vessel needs at the Port of Gulfport. These
are:

1. Gulfport Port Authority
2. Hapag - Lloyd Container Lines
3. Atlantic Container Lines
4. Colurbus Lines
5. Lykes Lines
6. ACT/PACE Steamship Lines
7. Trans Freight Lines/NED-Lloyds A/
8. Standard Fruit & Steamship Coffpany
9. Deppe Steamship Lines
10. TMT Shipping and Chartering
11. Newman Lumbe r Conpany A/
12. Baldwin Aircraft Company
13. Colonial Sugars-Borden, Inc. a/
14. F. J. Baker & Bros, Inc a/
15. Ryan Walsh Stevedoring Conpany, Inc. a/
16. Reynolds Metal Conpany
17. Legg Construction & Fabrication
18. Treated Wood Products, Inc.
19. Container General Corporation
20. Mandels, Inc.
21. Fighside Chemicals, Inc.
22. Paceco, Inc.
23. Chemfax, Inc.
24. Reichhold Chemicals
25. Biloxi Pre-Stress Concrete
26. Lockheed Aircraft
27. Ce-Natco
28. Morton Thiokol, Inc.
29. Oceans International Corp. 4/
30. Klunb Lumfber Co.
31. Struthers Wells
32. ABC Containerlines, Inc. A/
33. United Brands Corpany §/
34. E.I. DuPont de Newours & Co. A/
35. International Proteins Corporation A/
36. Goldin Industries, Inc. A/
37. U.S. Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

(l()AA) A/
.7. 38. U.S. Custms (Gilfport, Mobile and New Orleans)
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39. Ccmpass Marine and Towing CctPanya
40. Parker Towing Cainy
41. Port Bienville, MS .,
42. Merchants River Transport (New Orleans)
43. Atlatic & Gulf Stevedores, Inc. A/
44. Ship C tain (Mr. Hubert Thas), MV *Helen", ABC

Cortainerlines, Inc.
45. Page & Jones, Inc.
46. Interooeans Stemship Agency
47. Mobile ship Channelry
48. Gulfport Pilots Association /
49. Waterman Isthmian Lines A/
50. Gulf Container Lines
51. .S. Naval Construction Battalion (Gulfport), USN '
52. Military Traffic Management Command, Eastern Area, US

Army
53. Marine Corps Logistics Battalion, Albany, GA, USMC
54. Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southern Division,

USN
55. NASA Rocket Engine Test Site, Bay St. Louis
56. Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant, Bay St. Louis, US

Army
57. Army Munitions & Chemical Coammnd, US Army
58. Deputy Asst. Secretary of the Navy, Sealift & Maritime

Affairs, USN
59. Parrison County Development Authority
60. Ter-Chemical, Inc. Al

ON, This firm or facility would benefit from a deeper channel.

Base Year Commerce, Tonnage, and Operations (1992. Deep-draft
traffic currently engaged in foreign trade was analyzed to establish a
base for the identification of movenents which would be beneficially
affected by the considered channel ilprovernents at the Port of
Culfport. The conduct of these investigations and the rationale for
accepting various coudmities as base year conmrerce are explained in
subsequent paragraphs.

a. Fresh and Canned Fruit (inports). United Brands Company
presently imports 369,700 tons of fruit from Puerto Cortez, Honduras,
annually. A committed container vessel (486'x84'x24') now arrives
every 6 days. By 1992, three (3) new, comitted container vessels
(586'xl10'x32', includes 2-foot underkeel clearance) will be carrying
fruit into Gulfport every 6 days. The tonnage for Gulfport will
remain the same at 370,000 tons. These vessel will have a 100
percent "backhaulm rate to the East Coast and then back to Honduras).
This traffic would benefit from a deeper channel and was accepted as
base year tonnage under without project conditions.

Standard Fruit and Steamship Copany annually inports 180,000
tons of fresh and canned fruits from four (4) South and Central
Amferican ports. Their container vessel (409'x66'x25') arrives weekly.
Previously, this traffic was break bulk on general cargo vessels, but
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container operations started in March 1987. This company has two (2)
new container vessels in service which draw 34 feet, but at present
they do not call at Gulfport. kcording to copany officials, this
traffic will not change to Gulfport in the near future and, therefore,
it ws not included as base year tonnage. I

b. Scr p Steel (eMort). Goldin Industries, Inc., a Gulfport
fim located on the upper end of the Federal shallow draft channel
for Bilci Harbor, ws uNing scrap steel through this harbor in the
1976 report and subsequently changed to the Port of New Orleans. The
caqmny is presently barging 224,000 tons annually to Darrow,
Louisiana (and railing another 112,000 tons annually to Darrow) for
export through the Port of New Orleans to Japan and Europe in 35,000
dwt dry bulk carriers. With a deeper channel this entire operation
(336,000 tons) would move to Gulfport by 1992 and ws accepted,
therefore, as base year tonnage under with project conditions.

c. Fishmeal (import). During 1986, International Proteins
Corporation imported 27,500 tons of bulk fisheal (a fertilizer or pet
food raw material) into Gulfport from Chile. Traffic ws in general
cargo or small dry bulk carriers which were lightloaded to meet the
30' draft restrictions at Gulfport. Thus, 27,500 tons of fishueal
were accepted as base year tonnage under without project conditions.

d. Ilmenite Ore (import). E. I. DuPont de Newours & Co. operates
a titanium dioxide pigment plant at DeLisle, Mississippi,
15 miles northwest of Gulfport, which was described in the 1976
report. This plant presently imports 246,400 tons of ore annually
from Australia on modified dry bulk carriers called wconbulkers,"

0 which carry 1100-1300 containers in addition to bulk commodities.
(This trade term, "conbulkerw, or *conbulk vessel" will be used
hereafter for these dry bulk carriers modified to carry containers.)
ABC Containerlines of Belgium has a long-ter, charter to deliver this I

ore to Gulfport Harbor in six (6) committed 42,000 dwt corbulkers (3
draw 38 feet and 3 draw 36.5 feet). A 30-percent plant expansion is
currently under construction, and will be completed by 1989 (an
additional 112,000 short tons of ore will be needed for the
expansion). In summary, 358,400 tons of ilmenite ore was accepted as
base year tonnage under Without-Project Condition..

e. Containerized General Carg-o (iwort/exMort). During 1985 and
1986, an average of 150,000 tons of containerized cargo was either-
iuported or exported, mainly by Trans Freight Lines (TFL), a container
line which operated a weekly service between Europe, the East Coast,
and the Gulf Coast. Gulfport and Galveston, Texas, were the two Gulf
ports in this feeder service. Originally a committed container fleet
of six vessels (3 vessels drawing 33 feet and 3 vessels drawing 30
feet) was used in this feeder service and rarely were these vessels
loaded to the existing channel depth. In September, 1986, a joint
venture between TFL and Nedlloyd Lijnen Lines, a Rotterdam shipping
line, changed the weekly service to a fleet of five (5) vessels--two
(2) RoRo's drawing 35 feet each and three (3) container ships of which
two (2) draw 30 feet and one (1) draws 33 feet). All five vessels
lightloaded during 1986 and 1987 and will continue to lightload under
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Without-Project Condition. Thus 150,000 short tons of general cargo
in containers was accepted as base year tonnage under Without-Project
Condition.

ABC Containerlines inports approcimately 5,500 tons of
cctalnerized general cargo into Gulfport annually along with the bulk
ilmenite ore from Australia. These same vessels inported 3000
containers annually into New Orleans during 1985 and 1986, or 60,000
tons annually. The major reason these vessels call at New Orleans is
to offload enough to call at Gulfport. With a deeper channel this
cargo would be shifted to Gulfport in order to avoid the long vessel
transit times and greater port handling charges at New Orleans. This
latter tonnage was not accepted as base year tonnage. Instead, the
transfer of these containers was treated as 'other benefits."

f. Military Cargoes and Ships. Numerous existing and potential
military users were interviewed for possibly using the channel in
larger or more fully loaded vessels. The US Naval Oceanographic
Center located at Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, brings three (3)
hydrographic sonar ships drawing 32.3 feet (including sonar equipment
on the ship's bottum) into New Orleans for resupply and crew liberty
1.5 times per vessel annually. These vessels would shift to Gulfport
with the availability of a 34-foot channel for safety of the sonar
equipment on bottom (silty bottom at Gulfport vs floating objects at
New Orleans) and safety of its crew (GIlfport Harbor can be totally
secured and their military pier at New Orleans cannot). Several of
their smaller hydrographic vessels presently call at Gulfport
(resupply and crew changes) on a regular basis.

The Naval Construction Battalion, located 1/4 mile from the port,
annually trucks and rails approximately 25,000 tons of military
equipment to Norfolk, New Orleans, or Jacksonville for aggregation
into larger shiploads to foreign destinations. (During wartime this
supply facility would be expected to ship over 200,000 tons annually
to foreign destinations.) However, the Military Traffic Management
Commar (MTIC), which centralizes the routing of U.S. military
cargoes, feels that the Port of Gulfport has no advantage over
adjacent coastal ports (i.e., Mbile or New Orleans) for military
shipments. Therefore, no export military cargoes could be claimed in
this analysis.

Summary of Base Year Commerce and Tonnages. Table 6 displays the
summary of types of caimerce and tonnages which will be either
inported or exported through the Port of Gulfport in deep-draft
vessels under without project conditions and which would benefit from
a channel depth greater than 30 feet.

0..'
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TABLE 6
Sumiary of Without-Project Caimrce and Tonnages at

Gulfport in 1992 (Base Year)

Fresh and Canned Fruits (Imports) 369,700

Scrap Metal (Export) 336,000

Fishmeal (Import) 27,500

Ilmenlte Ore (Import) 358,400

Containerized General Cargo (Export/Iport) 150,000

US Naval Oceanographic Vessels A/

Total 1,241,600

A/ No Itonnage" is claimed.
e

WTHOWK-PRJBCT CONDITION

General. The "Without-Project' condition is a projection of those
conditions which seem most likely to occur at the study site, without
the project being constructed, and for the sare period being
considered for that project (1992-2042). The purpose of this analysis
is to explore possible changes in users' operational patterns from
Existing Conditions (grow, stagnate or decline), and prepare an
analysis for comparison with the "With-Project" Condition-a deeper
channel. Any pctential users of the channel must also be included in
this analysis.

Changes in Vessel Operational Patterns. With the exception of the
ilmenite ore, no major changes in vessel operating patterns are
expected after the base year in vessel sizes or ports of origin or
destination for port users. The mines in Australia will have reduced
production of ilmenite by 1995, and, therefore, one-half the base year
tonnage will be imported from country B which has a port depth of 36
feet (MDO will maintain confidentiality of DuPont's source for this
ore) in chartered 23,000 dwt dry bulk carriers drawing 34 feet. The
ore for the 30 percent plant expansion by 1992 will come from Country
C, which has port depths greater than 36 feet, in chartered 35,000 dwt
dry bulk carriers drawing 36 feet. In both these cases, vessels would
be fully loaded with a deeper channel available at Gulfport.

Proiected Increases in Traffic. Corparing the base year (1984)
tonnage from the 1976 report to 1992 for this reanalysis, it was found
that the total tonnage which would use a deeper channel increased 222
percent over the 10-year period between field surveys (1976 to 1986).
Based upon import or export growth rates coupled with BEA earnings for
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each commodity herein for this region, the following projections of
base year tonnages over the 50 year project life for each commodity
are as follows: fresh fruit, 300% scrap metal, 284%; fishmeal, 200%;
ilmenite ore, 200%; and containerized general cargo, 200%.

VESS5J TRAFFIC, CHNRA! TMERSTICS AM (OSTS

General. Based on the data in the 1976 Feasibility Peport, the volume
of vessel traffic (number of trips) decreased from the early 1970's;
however, the percentage of vessels with drafts greater than 30 feet
increased dramatically in this save period. As shown using 1985 data
in Table 7, much larger vessels called at the port.

TABLE 7
Vessel Traffic at Gulfport by Draft

for the Years 1976 and 1985NOg. VESSELS

.VESEL DFAFTS 1976 1985
(feet)
38 0 9
37 0 1
36 0 12
35 0 13
34 0 4
33 0 24
32 0 12
31 0 13
30 2 46
29 8 5
28 10 30

Less than 28 395 212
Total 415 381

Vessels with fully loaded drafts of 30 feet and greater were 35
percent of the total vessel trips in 1985 (as conpared to less than
one (1) percent in 1974). Almost 45 percent of the total vessel trips
were in vessels with fully loaded drafts of 28 feet and greater, a 40
percent increase over the 1974 totals.

Vessel Characteristics. Pertinent data on the general characteristics
of vessels expected to make up the fleet calling at the Port of
Gulfport under the 'Without-Project" condition are presented in Table
8. Ilmenite ore will continue to move in 42,000 dwt conbulker ships
froir AJstralia. Based on data received from Dupont officials, part of
the ore for their plant will also move from two other ports in 23,000
dwt and 35,000 dwt dry bulk carriers during the proposed project life.
Fishireal will move in 35,000 dwt dry bulk carriers also. Fruit will
move in committed 13,320 dwt container vessels which are owned by
United Brands Inc. General commodities will be exported or inported
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in containers on two (2) committed Roll on/Roll off vessels and three
(3) comdtted container vessels of the 21,200 and 19,000 dwt sizes,
respectively, by Trans Freight Lies. All of these vessels will be
foreign flag and all will be on a charter basis except for the vessels
transporting fruit.

p

Vessel Oera tin Costs. Pertinent vessel operating costs based on
1987 price levels were obtained from the Office, Chief of Engineers
(OCE). Operating costs are in terms of cost per hour for the
operation of the vessels at sea and in port. That information is also
shown in Table 8.

Hourly operating costs from Table 8 were applied to varying vessel
operating procedures to determine net ton transportation costs.
Consideration was given to such factors as distance of haul, speed of
vessel, vessel size (dwt), amount of backhaul, and the allowable load
of cargo under varying channel depths at Gulfport. Tines in port were
based upon port officials data or furnished by the Office of Chief of
Engineers (OCE). Other costs developed for this study included
consideration of accessory charges (port, vessel, and handling) at
Gulfport and considered alternative ports. All costs were adjusted to
reflect the cost per ton of cargo handled.

Unit transportation cost. Estimates of the operating costs per ton
were computed for vessels fully loaded and light loaded using data
from Table 8. The following coqputation illustrates the method used
to determine ocean freight costs for the various movneents considered.
The unit costs were derived by dividing the total operating costs for
a voyage for a particular vessel size by the volume of cargo that can
be carried with increased channel depths.

SAMLE COMPTATION "

Type Vessel = Dry Bulk Carrier
Deadweight tons = 35,000 tons
Time in Port (origin and destination)= 109 hours
Payload capacity = 35,280
Maximim draft = 36 feet
Cost per hour = $680 at sea; $426 in port
Immersion factor - 1,260 tons per foot of iumersion
One-way distance = 11,000 nautical miles
Cost per one-way trip = ($680 x 773 hrs) + ($426 x 109 hrs) = $544,874
Tie at spa = 11,000 nautical miles at 15 knots = 733 hours.
Cost per ton light loaded to 30 feet for a 30-foot channel:

$544,874 divided [35,280 - (1,260 x 6)] = $19.66
Cost per ton fully loaded to 36 feet for a 36-foot channel:

544,874 divided by 35,280 - $15.44

ALTERNTIVE TRANSPORTION MOES AND COSTS 9

General. Various alternative modes of shipment were investigated to
provide comparisons in evaluating transportation savings that would be
realized from the proposed channel improvenents at Gulfport.
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Consideration was given to alternative routings, different vessel
sizes, allowable cargoes, and offloading cargo at alternative ports in
determining savings. Subsequent paragraphs contain detailed
descriptions of the alternative modes, cost, and unit savings for the
various camidities identified as prospective commerce.

Ilmenite Ore (Inport). Until 1995 DuPont has a long-term contract
with ABC Contanerlines of Belgium to deliver 246,400 tons of ore into
Gulfport annually. There are six committed conbulkers in this fleet
which average 42,000 dwt and draw 37.4 feet when fully loaded. These
vessels load 18-24,000 tons of ore at Geraldton, Australia for a
mximum draft of 29.5 feet and then top off with additional ore and/or
1100-1300 containers at other Australian and New Zealand ports to make
the ocean trip fully loaded. Their first port of call is the New
Orleans or Burnside Bulk Plants to offload ore and then to container
terminals to offload containers for a total lightening of 11,200 tons
to meet draft restrictions at Gulfport. The ore offloaded at New
Orleans is bound for either DuPont's New Johnsonville, Tennessee or
DeLisle (Gulfport) plants. (Based upon MO field data obtained in
1986 for the Port Bienville feasibility study, 50,000 tons of ore is
barged annually from either the New Orleans or Burnside Bulk Plants to
Port Bienville destined for their Delisle plant. Delivery cost was
$8.76 per ton including dual port handling charges and barge and truck
costs to the DeLisle plant.) According to officials at ABC
Containerlines, if a deeper channel were available all, ore for the
GuIlfport area and the 3,000 containers annually offloaded at New
Orleans would be shifted to Culfport to avoid the extra vessel and
handling costs at New Orleans. (Ore destined for New Johnsonville
would continue to be delivered to New Orleans or Burnside.)
Alternative mdes considered for this movement included: a) ocean
transport to New Orleans arc then move 246,400 tons by rail from the
?tew Orleans/Burnside Bulk Plants to their DeLisle plant; b) same ocean
leg and then move that 246,400 tons of ore by barge to Port Bienville
and then by truck to their plant; c) ocean leg into New Orleans where
11,200 tons would be offloaded and 2500 tons of that sane ore would be
barged or trucked to their plant; move vessel to Gulfport and
transport the remainder of the ore load (18,000 short tons) by rail to
their plant; and d) ocean leg directly into Gulfport, lightloaded, end
move by rail to plant.

These four alternative modes of transportation are coqared in Table
9. Alternative C is their present mode of operation; and as can be
seen, it is the cheapest alternative (alternative D is not reasonable
since the vessel would travel 11,170 miles lightloaded by 7.4 feet).
Other alternative ports such as Pascagoula or Mobile were excluded
from this analysis since the DeLisle plant is only 99 miles from
Burnside and a little less from the New Orleans bulk plants
respectively.
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Table 9
Alternative Transportation Modes for Ilmenite Ore for

Without-Project Condition

Alternative Mode a/ Per Ton Costs for a 30-foot A

Chmanxl at Gul-fort

A. Ocean to Burnside; b/ 14.52
rail to Plant -/ 9.40

23.92

B. Ocean to Burnside; b! 14.52
barge to Port Bienville & 5.91
truck to Plant 2.85

23.28

C. Ocean to Burnside; k/ 14.52
offload 2,500 s/t & barged/trucked 8.76
as in "B"; and remainder,
ocean to Gulfport, 15.67
rail to Plant 6.29

22.12 d/

D. Ocean to Gulfport; 19.54
rail to Plant 6.29

25.83"
W A 42,000 dwt conbulker with 37.4-foot dreft with no underkeel

clearance was used, since these vessels are loading to 30' (and
more) on the existing 30-foot channel at Cuifrorf

b Channel depth at Burnside exceeds 36 feet, therefore the Burnside
portion in alternatives C & D must be cormpared to a 40 foot
channel at Burnside and a 30-foot channel at Gulfport.

c/ A truck rate of $12.20 per ton was not a viable alternative.

_/ The full ocean costs were proportioned by comnodity (containers
vs. ore) and distance for the average Gulfport ore which was
offloaded at Burnside, so that double counting did not exist. The
anvor is weighted. This is the least cost alternative.

,.
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Fresh Fruit (Container Imort). Since this is a coupletely
containerized (and refrigerated) operation, no inland alternative to
tuck transportation was considered in this analysis. No other port JUN
is a viable alternative, since vessel charges at Gulrport are
considerably less than Mobile and New Orleans. (See Table 10 for a
sanple cost comparison of an 18,500 dwt container vessel to the 19,000
dwt container vessel in Table 8.) It should be noted that the data in
Table 10 does not include cargo handling charges or vessel delays at
these ports since both are unpredictable. (Stevedoring charges are
confidential and subject to change daily. Therefore they are not
included in this analysis.)

Table 10 '

Comparison of Vessel Costs at
Gulfport, New Orleans and Mobile Harbor A/

(18,500 dwt container vessel, 632'x87'x27.5')

Gulfport New Orleans Mo'il

Pilots $1,397 $ 2,461 $ 1,475

Tugs 1,000 2,100 1,102

Linesmen 200 250 200

Dockage (first 24 hours) 1,334 1,595 1,201

Harbor Fee 150 165 150

Vessel Operating Costs in %-
Channel (entry + exit)
($996 per hour at sea) b/ 3,75 13,884 7,131

Totals $7,866 S20,455 811,259

a/ Datp furnished by the Port of Gulfport from a study conducted
June, 1987, for a specific container line.

!2/ Vessel speeds were obtained from Chief pilot at Gulfport, 1
harbormaster at Mobile and the Corps of Engineers office at New
Orleans. Vessel operating costs were obtained from BC 1105-2-167
dated 25 July 1986 (revised June 1987).

c/ This figure is based upon the vessel calling at the container
terminals at the head of the Mississippi Piver Gulf outlet. Pad
this vessel called at public terminals in the New Orleans harbor
this figure would have been $18,426, or a total cost of $24,997.
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Pishmeal (Invort). most of the fishmeal inported into Gulfport is
used as chicken feed by poultry farmers in Southern Mississippi. A

*v single truck load is the normal purchase by farmers; therefore, no
other inland method of transportation was considered in this analysis.
nearby ports were not considered reasonable alternatives due to lesser
vessel charges at Gulfport and the proximity of Gulfport Harbor to the
final destinations of the fishmeal at southern Mississippi farms.

Containerized General Cargo (Export and Import). The same rationale
as for fresh fruit above was used for these containerized cargoes for
inland alternatives. Again, no alternative port was considered since
the costs of utilizing the Port of Gulfport are less than the closest
ports, Mobile and New Orleans (see Table 10).

Scrap Metal (Export). Iron and steel scrap (30,000 tons annually) was
expected to be exported throuh Gulfport Harbor by Goldin Industries,
Inc. in the 1976 Feasibility Report. Goldin Industries has grown
since then and in 1986, 224,000 tons of scrap was trucked from all
over the Southeastern United States and compacted at their Gulfport
facility. It was then trucked to their facility at Biloxi Harbor,
moved by barge to Darrow, Louisiana, and placed on 35,000 dwt dry bulk
carriers destined for Japan (75%) and Europe (25%). Another 112,000
tons from all over the southeastern United States is moved by rail
directly to Darrow for export on the same vessels.

Alternative transportation nodes wre considered for the existing
224,000 ton movement from Gulfport to Darrow. The 112,000 tons of
precompacted scrap moved by rail to Darrow from the southeastern U.S.

* ewas not priced for an alternative mode since the price would not
change. Specifically, the distances from origins to Darrow equal the
distances from origins to Gulfport; and there would be no net
difference. The rate for trucking the compacted scrap from Goldin
Industries main yard to their barge site on the Harrison County
Industrial Seaway was $1.00 per ton for the 224,000 tons of scrap
metal; and the barge rate from Biloxi arbor to Darrow was $3.25 per
ton for a total cost of $4.25 per ton. The cost of the same movement
by rail was in excess of $8.50 per ton; and by truck was even greater.
Therefore, this movement is currently being transported to Darrow,
Louisiana, by the cheapest alternative. Regarding alternative ports,
New Orleans and Gulfport are the closest ports with storage facilities a.

to stockpile the scrap metal dockside in the volumes necessary to
fully load a 35,000 dwt dry bulk carrier. Fully loading a 35,000 dwt
vessel to 36 feet at Darrow with a voyage to Fobe, Japan, produces
costs of $14.18 per ton. Lightloading the same vessel to 30 feet at
Gulfport for the same trip would cost $16.97 per ton, which validates
the efficiency of the present mode(s) of transportation for this
moveent.

Sumary, of Alternative Modes. In all cases, present modes of
transportation and choices of ports are the least cost alternatives
for the users of the Port of Gulfport.

I
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BASE YEAR AND WITBOT-P=JECT CONDITION TRANPORMATION MODES
AND UNIT COST

Commodities and vessel patterns for 1992 and Without-Project Condition
(1992-2042) were analyzed; and transportation costs were calculated on
a unit basis for all commodities shown in Table 6.

Ilinite Ore (nort). Unit costs were calculated for the Without-
Project period (1992-2042) using the data for a 42,000 dwt conbulker
shown in Table 5 on a run from Geraldton, Australia, into New Orleans
for the offloading of 11,200 tons and then on into Gulfport where an
average load of 18,000 tons of ore are offloaded at Gulfport (16,000
short tons of containers are still on the vessel upon leaving
Gulfport). In 1995, one-half of this ore will come from Country B in
23,000 dwt dry bulk carriers drawing 34 feet. Without-Project
Condition transportation costs were calculated for the total 246,400
tons of ore to move through New Orleans and then to Gulfport for the
period 1992-1995. During the period 1996-2042, the transportation
costs were split and computed for 123,200 tons to continue to move
through New Orleans (and Gulfport) and the remainder to change origins
(Country B) and move directly into Gulfport. Both movements were
aggregated for the period 1996-2042, and this stream of transportation
costs were discounted to present worth and amortized over 50 years at
8 5/8 percent interest rate for average annual equivalent
transportation costs for the 246,400 tons of ore over the period 1992-
2042. These disc-Anted unit costs were $18.04.

Unit costs for ore coming from Country C for DuPont's plant expansion
P (112,000 tons) in 35,000 dwt bulk carriers (see Table 5) were compared

to a 30 foot channel at Gulfport under Without-Project Condition
(1992-2042), which were computed to be $9.60 per ton. In summary,
unit costs for ore are as follows:

Table 11
Without-Project Unit Costs for Ore I

Gulfport Harbor

30'
246,400 Tons (Countries A & B) 18.04

112,000 Tons (Country C) 9.60 _/

A/ The alternative routing of this vessel is to fully load into
Houston, Texas; offload enough ore to meet the 30' draft
restriction at Gulfport; and return to Gulfport, which is equal in
cost to iightloading directly into Gulfport. (Both were compared
to a smaller vessel which would have to make more trips, which is
more costly.)
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Fresh Fruit (Import). Unit costs were calculated for the Without-
Project Condition period for a 13,320 dwt container vessel drafting 28
feet (lightloaded 2 feet) from Puerto Cortez, Honduras to Gulfport.
The unit costs were $9.36 under Without-Project Condition. (This
vessel will be constructed and in operation by 1992.)

Fishueal (Inort). A unit cost per ton for a 35,000 dwt dry bulk
carrier drafting 36 feet (the Czetany's future without-project vessel)
lightloaded to 30 feet to/from Chile was calculated and the resulting
costs per ton were $11.69 for a 30 foot channel.

Containerized General Cargo (Export and Invort). Anticipated traffic
under the Without-Project Condition (1992-2042) will be a feeder
service from Port Everglades, Florida to Gulfport to Houston, Texas.
A weighted cost per ton was calculated for 5 vessels (2 RoRo's and 3
container ships) fully loaded on the ocean leg which Gulfport will
serve. The unit costs for 1992 conditions with a 30-foot channel at
Gulfport were calculated at $4.13 per ton. Based on advice from
coxpany officials, the larger vessels (RoRo's) used in this analysis
were limited to an "operational" draft of 34 feet.

Scrap Metal (Export). Under Without-Project Condition, this scrap
metal will continue to be barged and railed to Darrow, Louisiana for
export through the Port of New Orleans. Therefore, unit costs were
developed for this movemrnt through the Port of New Orleans which has
a 40-foot channel. A weighted cost per ton (excluding port, handling,
and vessel charges) was conputed for this tonnage since 75 percent was
destined to Japan, 12.5 percent to Spain, ar. 12.5 percent to Italy.
Port depths are greater than 36 feet in Japan and 35 feet each at the
ports in Spain and Italy. A 35,000 dwt dry bulk carrier drawing 36
feet was used for the route to Japan and a 30,000 dwt dry bulk carrier
drawing 35 feet was used for the European routes. The actual ocean
rate for New Orleans to Kcbe, Japan, New Orleans to Barcalona, Spain
and New Orleans to Genoa, Italy, voyages were $14.18, $9.75 and $10.24
per ton respectively. The weighted rate for the Without-Project
routing through Darrow was $15.97 per ton which included $4.25 per ton
for 224,000 tons to be trucked ($1.00) and barged ($3.25) to Darrow.
The $15.97 figure was based upon total transportation costs over land
and sea.

Sunmary of Unit Transortation Costs.

A si nary of unit costs for Base Year and Without-Project Condition is
presented in Table 12.
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Table 12
Summary of Unit Transportation Costs

at Gulfport
(WI' fnr-PROJECT COMITION)

($ PER SF)TTON)

Ilnenite Ore (inport) 18.04

Ilmenite Ore (inport) 9.60

Scrap Metal (export) a/

Fishmeal (iqxrt) 11.69

Fresh Fruit (containers) (iqport) 9.36

General (containers) (ilmport/export) 4.13

VTE: All differences in port and handling charges are excluded in
this table.

A/ This is a Gulfport firm which shipped this commodity through
Gulfport Parbor until the late 1970's, but was forced to ship
through the Port of New Orleans because of lack of channel depth
at Gulfport. This traffic will return to Gulfport with a deeper
channel. The unit rate for export through New Orleans is $15.97.

WI THCW -PRJIECT COMITION PRQ7WTIONS OF COMMERCE

The projections in the 1976 Feasibility Peport for ilzenite ore and
scrap metal are still valid for the period 1992-2042 (200 and 284
percents, respectively). Inported fresh fruit (containers) was
projected to increase 300% over the project life based upon a
correlation of fresh fruit inport trends and population increases in
the Southeastern United States. Fishreal and general cargo (in
containers) ware projected to increase 200 percent over the project
life based upon MD0 field data, which will be finalized in the M.
Table 13 sutmrizes the projected tonnages for each conzedity over
this period.
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WITHPROBCT TIONMMS, UNIT OSS AND T!EASY TI7ON W:1 ITS

General. With a deeper channel at Gulfport Harbor, tormages for some
shippers may increase. Unit transportation costs will decrease since
larger or more fully loaded vessels will be utilized. These changes
frcm Without-Project Condition will be discussed below.

With-Proiwect Tanmae. The tonnages for ilmenite ore and fresh fruit
will remain as presented under Without-Project Condition. The
tonnages for the other conmodities will increase as follows:

Scrap Metal (Export). This comodity will change from New Orleans
and will be moved through Gulfport in 1992 (base year); therefore,
336,000 short tons will ve through Gulfport with a deeper channel
based upon data from company officials.

Fisheal (IUort). Based upon data f rom company officials this
commodity will increase to 40,000 short tons in 1992 with a deeper
channel.

General (Containers) (Export/Import). Based upon data from Trans
Freight Lines (TFL), this tonnage will increase to 171,900 short tons
by 1992, the first year of a 50--ear project.

In swiumary, With-Project tonnages are presented in Table 14. The
increased tonnages for 1992 are shown along with the growth in
tonnages over the project life.

With-Proiect Unit Costs. With a deeper channel, all commodities will
move in larger and/or more fully loaded vessels. The process of
computing the unit costs for each commodity is described below:

I1menite Ore (Import). Average annual transportation cost was
corputed for ore under the same process and in the save vessels as
under Without-Project Condition for 32', 34' and 36' channels at
Gulfport. These unit costs were $17.18, S14.27 and $13.63,
respectively, for the ore coming from Australia and County B. (These
vessels would still call at New Orleans with a 32-foot channel at
Gulfport; however, New Orleans would be eliminated for 34 and 36-foot
channels at Gulfport.)

Unit costs for ore coming from Country C were also calculated
using the same vessels under Without-Project Condition. For a 32',
34' and 36' channel at Gulfport, these unit costs were $8.85, $8.22
and $7.67, respectively.
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ScraD Metal (Eort). The overland modes of transportation and
ports would change for this commodity with a deeper channel at
Gulfport. Eliminating the barging to Darrow, Louisiana and
substituting trucking the 224,000 tons to the Port of Gulfport at
$2.25 per ton, and then routing the scrap in the same vessels to the
save destinations with the sane weighting process as presented under S
ithout-Project Condition resulted in costs of $15.73, $14.64 and

$13.77 for 32, 34, and 36 foot channels at Gulfport, respectively.
(No underkeel clearance for vessel operation at Gulfport was used.)
It should be noted that the costs per ton for scrap metal for the 32
and 34 foot channels at Gulfport will be further investigated in the
WK4. The requirement to stockpile the scrap metal will require
further investigations of port and handling charges in order to
accurately conpare the unit cost per ton at New Orleans and Gulfport.
Specifically, this movement may only transfer to Gulfport with a 36-
foot channel.

Fisimeal (Imort). The Without-Project Condition vessel was more
fully loaded with a 32', 34' and 36' channel at Gulfport. The
resulting costs per ton were $10.79, $10.01 and $9.34, respectively,
with the aforementioned channel depths.

Fresh Fruit (Import). The same Without-Condition vessel and trip
was used to calculate unit costs for a 32', 34' and 36' channel at
Gulfport. There unit costs were $8.45 for all three different channel
depths, since the vessel would be fully loaded at 32 feet (30' loaded
draft plus 2 feet underkeel clearance).

Containerized General Cargo (Export/Import) . Using the same five
- (5) vessels in the feeder service which Gulfport will participate

under Without-Project Condition, unit costs were $3.65, $3.38 and
$3.29, respectively, for 32', 34' and 36' channels at Gulfport.

Sgmiay. Table 15 displays the unit transportation costs for each
cou mdity by channel depth.
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TABLE 15
Summary of Unit Transportation Costs

for Various Considered Depths at Gulfport

COSTS PER TN (
CITY WITUT PRO=ET WITH PROJECT'

32 34' 36
Ilmenite Ore (inport) 18.04 17.18 14.27 13.63

Ilmenite Ore (import) 9.60 8.55 8.22 7.67

Scrap Metal (export) 15.97 15.73 14.64 13.77

Fisreal (import) 11.69 10.79 10.01 9.34

Fresh Fruit (containers) (irport) 9.36 8.45 8.45 8.45

General (containers) (irport/export) 4.13 3.65 3.38 3.29

NOTE: All differences in port and handling charges are excluded in this
table.

ECO IC BNEITS

rlL'IHODOILOGY

The transportation benefits resulting fron a decper channel at Gulfport
Harbor would be generated by more efficient utilization (greater loadings) of
vessels presently calling at the port, the use of larger vessels, reduced
vessel tranzit times and port times, and other benefit categories which
include reduced port handling charges, reduced pilotage fees, etc. Benefits
were corputed as the difference in trar.zpcrtaticn costs between the Without-
Project Condition and With-Project Condition. All future benefits were
discounted to their present value and then amortized over the project life
(1992-2042) at the FY 1988 interest rate of 8-5/6%. Transportation costs
and/or data were based upon the latest Department of Army PC guidelines
dated February, 1987. For this analysis, all vessel capacities, coruerce
tonnages, etc. have been converted to short tons.

BEEFITS

With a deeper channel at Gulfport, transportation benefits accrue to shippers
who will import and export camodities through the Port of Gulfport under the
Without and With-Project Conditions. Base year traffic volumes and
corresponding benefits that would be realized from considered improvements at
Gulfport Harbor are presented in Table 16 and are shovon here soley for the
purpose of displaying a "no grcwth" scenario. Base Year volume is 1,276,000
tons; and annual savings for channel depths 32, 34 and 36 feet are $831,400,
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$2,062,900 and $2,616,400, respectively. These benefits are generated
by multiplying the 1992 tonnage by the differences in unit costs in
Table 15.

I

Table 16
Base Year Tonnage and Benefits

Gulfport Harbor
(Rounded)

1992 Tonnage 1992 Benefits

(tons) 32 34' 362

Ilmenite Ore 246,400 $211,900 $928,900 $1,086,600

Ilmenite Ore 112,000 84,000 154,600 216,200

Scrap Metal 336,000 80,600 446,900 739,200

Fishmeal 40,000 36,000 67,200 93,600

Fresh Fruit (container) 369,700 336,400 336,400 336,400

General (container) 171.900 82,500 128,900 144,400

Totals 1,276,000 $831,400 $2,062,900 $2,616,400

Table 17 displays the transportation savings for the commodities and
their tonnages which will move through Culfport with alternative
channel depth increases. These savings are generated by the
differences in costs per ton in Table 15 for each successively deeper
channel from the costs per ton for a 30-foot channel.

These benefits, by ccrmnodity and by channel depth, were converted to an
average annual equivalent basis in Table 18 by discounting future
benefits to present worth and then amortizing the benefits over the
project life at 8-5/8 percent interest.

A.
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Table 18
Average Annual Equivalent Transportation Benefits

Gulfport Harbor
($1,000)

32' 14' IL

Il, nite Ore 249.3 1,092.6 1,278.1
Ilmenite Ore 98.8 181.3 254.5
Scrap Metal 94.8 525.6 869.4
Fishumal 42.3 79.1 110.1
Fresh Fruit (containers) 395.7 395.7 395.7
General (containers) 97.9 151.6 -19.

Totals 977.9 2,426.3 3,077.5

OTHER BEIEFITS

The three (3) Navy oceanographic vessels mentioned above are 21,235
dwt research vessels with dimensions 535.7' x 76' x 29.8'. The
hydrographic sonar array on each vessel bottom protrudes an additional
2.5 feet, and NOC requires another 2 feet of underkeel clearance for
the safety of this $12.0 million piece equipment. These vessels
presently come into New Orleans for resupply and crew liberty. Each
trip requires one full day extra each way and 6 hours awaiting
daylight to enter or exit the New Orleans channel because of floating
objects in the Lower Mississippi River. Vessel operating cost-- were
furnished by NOC. These vessels would be serviced at Gulfport with a
34 or 36 foot channel with a savings of $303,750 annually (1.5 trips
annually x 2.25 days at New Orleans x $30,000/day x 3 vessels). This
amount does not include a savings in the overland costs of crews and
supply teams to resupply these vessels at Gulfport versus New Orleans.

The ABC Containerline vessels mentioned above, which transport the
ilmenite ore for DuPont, also transport containers each trip.
Annually, 3,000 containers are offloaded at New Orleans to lighten the
vessel for entering Gulfport Harbor. These 3,000 containers would be
transferred to the Port of Gulfport with a deeper channel. The
savings shown here result from the difference in handling charges at
the tw ports and amount to $50 per container or $150,000 annually.
This benefit would accrue to both a 34 and 36-foot channel.

During the winter months (1 Novenber to 1 April) reduced depths caused
by strong northerly winds result in vessel delays. Port officials
report that at least five (5) of the larger vessels per month during
this period are delayed one (1) hour each way awaiting high tide,
which amounts to $18,750 annually (5 months x 5 vessels/mt x I hr x
$750 average per hour).
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Other transportation losses occur at three (3) bends in the entrance
channel. The westward migration of Ship Island has forced a bend to
the west near the midpoint of Ship Island Pass and, in turn, this
realigrmnt has progressively tightened the bend at the northern end
of the paw. Based on data from port officials and harbor pilots, all
vessels are delayed an average of 15 minutes each way because of these
bends, which results in a loss of $118,500 annually (395 vessels x 30
minutes x $600 average hourly cost). In addition, 40 percent of the
larger vessels (particularly PRol's and container vessels with
extensive freeboard) are delayed an extra 15 minutes each way during
the winter mrths because high northerly winds couplicate maneuvering
in these bends, especially the northeormst. These additional delays
result in losses of $22,000 annually (55 vessels x 30 min. x $800
average at sea hourly operating costs). Two (2) vessel groundings in
the Spring of 1987 could have been avoided if these bends were eased.
Additional widening for these bends would result in savings of
$140,500 annually.

SOMMAtff C BENEFITS

Table 19 lists the transportation benefits and other benefits
generated from reduced vessel transit times, reduced vessel delays
(awaiting high tides), etc.

Sumnry f AnualTable 19
Summary of Annual Benefits at Gulfport Harbor

($1,000)

0 Channel DePths ___ .____
32' 34' 36'

Depth Related
Better Vessel Utilization 977.9 2,426.3 3,077.5 a/

Other Benefits:
(a) Reduction of Transit Times 0 303.8 303.8

(Naval Hydrographic Sonar Vessels)
(b) Reduced Vessel Delays 0 18.8 18.8

(Awaiting high tide)
(c) Reduced Port Handling Charges 0 150.0 150.0

on 3,000 Containers

Ben related

Reduced Vessel Transit Times Due
to Widening Need at 3 Bends 118.5 140.5 140.5

T7ALS 1,096.4 3,039.4 3,690.6

a These benefits for a 38' channel are $3,184.8 for a total of $3,794.9.
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CULCLUSIONS AIZ) REO4,IMATION "

CO! OLUSIONS

A suimary of the estimated costs and benefits for each of the fornulated
plans is shown in Table 20. As that table clearly indicates, all of the
34-foot and 36-foot depth alternatives are econcnically feasible on the f.
basis of the data developed to date. Absent further data, Alternative C,
deepening to 36 feet on the existing channel alignment with widening of
the problem bends, would be the plan recca~mnded for construction. The
present level of investigation, however, is not sufficient to determine
if Alternative C is the NED plan. Further evaluation is needed on the
benefits associated with channel bend widening. The submarine pipeline
which crosses the existing Federal navigation project in Mississippi
Sound will have to be investigated, and the extent of necessary
relocation will have to be determined. Additionally, the Mississippi
State Port Authority at Gulfport haE current plans for port expansion.
The effects of the port expansion will have to be evaluated and included
in any recormended plan of inprovenent for the considered project.

Alternative "L", the plan authorized by the WITA 1986, would deepen and
widen the project along the existing alignment, and relocate Ship Island
Pass Channel. The benefit-to-cost ratio for this alternative, usin9
thin-layer disposal, i4 1.16 to 1. The 'ITA" i 6C, hovever, directs that
all dredged raterial be taken to the Gulf of Mexicc. Prelirdnary
evaluations of this alternative using gulf disposal results in a benefit-
to-cost ratio of 0.77 to 1. The project authorization in W.A 1986,
hoever, also states that the benefits for gulf dispsoal would be equal
to the cszt ci such dislo al. Accordingly, the benefit-to-cost ratio
wou! . be 1.11 to 1.

It is recor.ended that the current investigation be comrpleted and the
General Design Memoandun be prepared. A schedule of the plan of study
is provic4Je' as Figure 7.

UR 'S. BO!
Co!ioel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer
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